The problem of underperformance of minority group members, namely women, African-Americans, Hispanic-Americans, and many others, in areas from academic to sports is one of the most crucial issues not only of Social Psychology but also of civilization. In order to understand and resolve this problem, a phenomenon called Stereotype Threat (ST) was introduced about 20 years ago (Spencer, Steele and Quinn 11; Steele 620; Steele and Aronson 805). The basic assumption of the ST is that when a negative stereotype about one's group is primed, whether subtly or blatantly, the members of such groups experience a pressure not to confirm or be judged by the posed stereotypes and react to disprove it. However, the performance occurs in line with these stereotypes.
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Some findings (Keller and Bless 537; Lesko and Corpus 116; Stone 1671) suggest that the basic assumption of ST, trying to disprove ST, might not always valid and even reverse could happen. This paper will discuss possible acceptant responses after ST and propose another explanation to define and understand how ST affects individuals with the contributing roles of such responses. For this purpose, a general review of ST will be provided to comprehend what ST is and how its relations formed with dependent variables, mediators, moderators, proposed models, interventions, and critics. After that, a section will be reserved to variables forming an acceptant pathway from ST to performance. Finally, the proposition of the paper and ST will be discussed with their limitations and contributions.

A General Review of Stereotype Threat

Stereotypes are beliefs shared by the majority of society about the characteristics of persons or groups. Stereotypes about the underperformance of specific minority groups throughout the world are common and might imply women, Hispanic-Americans, and African-Americans as less competent in math related tests.

ST, on the other hand, is the social psychological definition for the effects of situational negative stereotypes on the performance of individuals and is one of the explanations of the performance gap between majority and minority. Understanding ST may help decrease this gap, so it is crucial to study ST effects. Furthermore, ST research is important in a way that it confronted the efficiency of classical test measurements as indicators of competence by showing that both effects of nurture and nature, i.e. genetics, might be eliminated in testing environment if one gets aware that negative stereotypes (e.g. men are better than women in math) about belonged group exist.

ST effect was tested on various groups and revealed significant results. After ST exposure, women performed worse than men in math test (Spencer, Steele and Quinn 12), men performed worse than women in social sensitivity task (Koenig and Eagly 492), verbal test scores of African-Americans decreased (Steele and Aronson 805), childcare performance of gay men dropped (Bosson, Haymovitz, and Pinel 251), women business students asked for lower aspiration salary than men business students (Tellhed and Björklund 190), in short, stereotype primed individuals performed worse than non-stereotyped individuals or stereotype-nullified members of their own group. These results also show that almost everyone
lives with the threat of stereotypes and various kinds of daily and academic performances are prone to decrements that are results of negative stereotypes.

As plenty of studies showed, ST effect is valid on many seemingly unrelated performances from math (Spencer, Steele and Quinn 12) to playing golf (Beilock et al. 1065) to childcare (Bosson, Haymovitz, and Pinel 251). Yet, ST does not only affect performance of individuals but also decreases their intention to identify and engage with the stereotyped domain (Cheryan, Meltzoff, and Kim 1831; Fogliati and Bussey 316), heightens rejection concerns of partners (Wout, Murphy, and Barnett 848), and risk aversion (Seibt and Förster 46). Besides, ST impairs job related aspects of individuals by increasing burnout in work environment via the effect of increased negative emotions (Bedynska and Zolnierczyk-Zreda 6) and decreases well-being at work and recommendation of worked sector to others (von Hippel, Sekaquaptewa, and McFarlane 409).

Three types of STs are commonly used in the literature, namely blatant, moderately explicit, and subtle. Blatant STs are explicit primes of negative stereotypes of subgroups via an apparent message to test takers that the subgroup is inferior in the subsequent test. Moderately explicit primes convey a message stating performance differences between groups exist but the direction of difference is not mentioned. Finally, subtle primes of ST do not imply group performance differences openly but an implicit cue regarding such differences could be conveyed to the participants (Nguyen and Ryan 1320; Quinn and Spencer 62; Smith and White 186). Subtle STs, like blatant and moderately explicit ones, are effective because one perceives a possibility of devaluation of her/his group by others who are present in the environment, others who are imaginary or physical properties of the environment. Solo-status, which is being the only group member in an environment consisting of other group members, triggers such subtle ST (Keller and Sekaquaptewa 1048) and also, stereotype-inducing cues in the environment (Cheryan, Meltzoff, and Kim 1831).

Moreover, when the type of ST is subtle, it produces larger effects sizes compared to blatant ST (Nguyen and Ryan 1320) on task performance measurements, because performance is directly affected by threat when it is under conscious (i.e. subtle) (Levy 1099) and when it is blatant, exposed individuals may consciously respond to it. Besides, blatant and subtle STs were found to affect performance differently, via a dual process (Stone and McWhinnie 448). When ST was delivered to participants blatantly, prevention focus increases, in turn, it
disrupts performance by interrupting the fluid processes that enable successful performance. Subtle ST cues, on the other hand, operate as distractions for cognitive capacity and decline in this capacity decreases performance on the aspects of tasks that require working memory.

On the other hand, variables affecting the strength or direction of ST effect on performance, i.e. moderators, were many times studied and might help explain how ST works even further. These studies revealed that increases in domain identification, which is the level of belongingness to the stereotyped area, increases ST effects which were indicated by decreased performance (Cadinu et al. 271). Although results are mixed, test difficulty moderates the effectiveness of ST as increased test difficulty could increase ST effect (Steele and Aronson 804; Steele, Spencer, and Aronson 395).

Effects, types, and moderators of ST and its effects on various groups were covered so far. Since ST causes unwanted effects on individuals, many studies also focused on how this effect can be diminished. For that purpose, many intervention studies were performed and researchers came up with several interventions. Besides, ST is criticized by some researchers as overemphasizing the importance of situational stereotype primes and by some replication failures.

**Stereotype Threat Reviews, Interventions, and Critics**

These countless studies about ST gave rise to many reviews. One of the pioneering of them was produced by Wheeler and Petty (815) in which they addressed ST as a self-stereotype and evaluated it as hot meaning that it has motivational strength on individuals. But, other-stereotypes, stereotypes related with other groups, has cold processes, namely cognition. They also stated the effects of implicit-explicit types of stereotypes on behavior which are named as subtle and blatant, respectively, in today’s ST research. In recent years, many reviews dealt with ST effects on limited aspects such as on immigrants (Appel, Weber, and Kronberger 7), on adolescent and children girls (Flore and Wicherts 33), on elder people (Lamont, Swift, and Abrams 187) and recently about the sources, mechanisms, consequences, and interventions of ST (Spencer, Logel, and Davies 426). Other than these reviews, a meta-analysis was produced to compare the effect of stereotype nullification on Hispanic- and African-Americans and revealed that such nullifications moderately increased the performance of stereotype-threatened individuals (Nadler and Clark 880).
The limitation and the missing part of ST reviews are that they have relatively narrow and group-based focus, especially in recent years. This makes these reviews mostly not to focus on how ST works with its mediators and moderators but to explain how ST works on specific groups. Reviewing such studies might help researchers who focused on studying such specific groups, however, the common mechanisms of ST may not be revealed. ST models, on the other hand, mostly deal with how ST works and covers various variables that act as a mediator and moderator between ST and its outcomes. However, they mostly take for granted the basic assumption of ST, which is reactance explanation, and built their model based on that. Of course, some models tap into avoidant motivational aspects of ST but they do not consider self-handicapping and performance expectations as major variables rather they use regulation of motivation as the major explanation for how ST works.

Inspiration of role models (e.g. Ada Lovelace, first computer programmer) (McIntyre et al. 307), prior positive contact history with the majority group (Abrams, Eller, and Bryant 697), changing the mind of individuals on how intelligence works (Good, Aronson, and Inzlicht 655), and making individuals aware that ST and its consequences exists (Johns, Schmader, and Martens 177) were some of the interventions removing side effects of ST. However, possible interventions targeting mediating mechanisms, such as ones offered in this paper, might help to eliminate consequences of ST as much as those interventions. Because mediators are constructs both related with independent and dependent variables. Also, it is more difficult to remove stereotypical ideas from society than to educate “individuals” about overcoming ST exposure considering that stereotyping toward others develop very early in age (Kelly et al. 34) and stereotypes have functions such that they ease processing, identification, and prediction of information both for social groups and for individuals (Tajfel 153). That is, interventions need not focus on eliminating ST but on mechanisms of it.

ST is a robust phenomenon which was tested in laboratories (Tellhed and Björklund 189), in field settings (Keller and Dauenheimer 376; Keller 196), via online surveys (Rice 291) and revealed meaningful results. However, ST is not the ultimate explanation for performance inequalities. In their review, Stoet and Geary (98) proposes that acknowledging ST research as the major explanation of gender gap in math performance might be misleading and interventions decreasing this gap need not only focus on ST but also on other possible reasons such as
differences between genders in 3-D spatial dimension (Geary 295) and sympathy to social areas (Ferriman, Lubinski, and Benbow 524). Beyond that, whole ST research was criticized as misinterpreting the performance differences between White and African-Americans which was depicted in Steele and Aronson (805) study (Sackett, Hardison, and Cullen 11).

ST research was also criticized by replication studies which are becoming increasingly popular in psychological science (Cheung et al. 755; Hagger et al. 554). One study attempting to replicate ST effect on school aged girls failed to find an effect even different types of STs were used (e.g. implicit) (Ganley et al. 1892). Authors offered two explanations on why some studies fail to find a ST effect. The first reason could be that ST has limited effect and the second reason could be that ST effect is always present meaning that ST saliency does not change anything.

One of the most cited ST studies (Shih, Pittinsky, and Ambady 81) was also replicated twice. The first replication found the same pattern only when participants who do not know about race or gender stereotypes are considered (Gibson, Losee, and Vitiello 197). The second one did not even find a significant ST effect with or without participants who know about the stereotypes (Moon and Roeder 200). These replications suggest that ST effect could be limited due to some fully undiscovered circumstances.

In summary, models portraying how ST works covered several mediators, moderators, and outcomes of ST. Working memory (Schmader and Johns 445), physiological stress (Ben-Zeev, Fein, and Inzlicht 177), performance monitoring (Seibt and Förster 46), prevention focus and situational interest (Smith, Sansone, and White 106), sense of belonging to the domain (Cheryan, Meltzoff, and Kim 1830), motivation toward the domain (Fogliati and Bussey 317; Kiefer and Sekaquaptewa 828) were some of the comprised variables. However, these models missed or partly covered many ST outcomes and mediators either due to focusing on some specific kinds of literatures (i.e. motivation) to explain ST or due to considering some mediators as not critical to understand ST. Some of these missing variables included self-handicapping (Keller 196; Stone 1674), strategy reduction (Hess et al. 7), and self-doubts (Dardenne, Dumont, and Bollier 771). One of the contributions of the present study is to integrate these inadequately covered variables into ST mechanisms in a review. These models were formed with the assumption that ST imposed individuals try to disprove the ST but the current study offers that such individuals might be readily accepting negative stereotypes.
about their group and their decreased performance might be a result of psychological variables that are stemmed from this acceptance.

Despite the criticisms and replication issues, ST studies continue with the concentration on various groups and task types showing that the propositions of it are valid and reliable.

**Stereotype Threat Effect via Acceptant Responses**

Heretofore, ST was investigated with the guide of critical review of its literature with emphasis on its consequences, mediating and moderating mechanisms, interventions, critics, reviews, and suggested models. Now a review covering acceptant responses will be put forward on why ST affects performance, mainly with the contributing roles of performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies which constitute an acceptant response pathway with the common characteristic of self-doubt.

**Stereotype Threat and Performance Expectations**

A ST prime does not only decrease the actual performance but the expectations of performance and confidence in abilities. Performance expectations can be operationally defined as items asking how well the participant thinks she/he will perform in upcoming task(s) or how well the participant believes she/he performed in the completed task(s). These items, as previously stated, also indicate the confidence level of participants for their abilities meaning they imply self-doubt level too. Performance expectations-actual performance relationship is expected to be in accordance with the stereotype threat that posed on individuals. Negative stereotype primes might decrease performance expectations and in turn decrease performance, whereas positive stereotype primes might increase performance expectations and in turn increase performance. These relationships remind a self-fulfilling prophecy meaning that beliefs, prophecies, or delusions may have the power of affecting individuals in a way that this influence is accepted by the individual as a fulfilment task and eventually individual begin to behave in the same direction of these prophecies. ST studies showed similar prophecy fulfilments (Cadinu et al. 272; Hess, Hinson, and Hodges 158; Steele and Aronson 805; Stone 1674). Some found performance expectations as a mediator between ST and performance while others failed to reveal its mediating role.
The mediating role of performance expectations between ST and performance was many times revealed. After a blatant ST, performance expectations of women, who are highly domain identified, decreased and in return a drop in actual performance occurred (Cadinu et al. 278). Again with a moderator effect, mediating role of recall expectations of elderly in the negative relationship between blatant ST and recall performance was moderated by educational level with recall expectations were lower in those with higher education after ST (Hess, Hinson, and Hodges 161). In a negotiation setting, performance expectations were found to mediate moderately explicit ST and actual performance relationship (Kray, Galinsky, and Thompson 394). In another study, the relationship between blatant ST and performance expectations was mediated by performance avoidance goal adoption meaning that increased performance avoidance decreased expected performance after ST prime (Smith 293). Actually, negative relationship between performance avoidance and performance expectations was revealed in many other studies after subtle STs (Smith, Sansone, and White 99-114; Smith and White 179-191).

Although some studies revealed a blatant ST and performance expectations relationship and others subtle ST and performance expectations relationship, only study investigated the difference between subtle and blatant ST and performance expectations relationship at once revealed a relationship between subtle ST and performance expectations but did not reveal a relationship between blatant ST and performance expectations (Sekaquaptewa and Thompson 71). These findings complicate the ST type – performance expectation interaction and can be concluded that ST – performance expectations relationship is not yet fully distinguished via ST types. On the other hand, domain identification, test difficulty, or relevance of stereotypes (Nguyen and Ryan 1321) could be tested whether they moderate subtle and blatant ST and performance expectation relationship. Since high domain identification could be a valid moderator for the relationship between any kind of ST and performance expectations.

Several more studies came up with ST effects on performance expectations. In a sports-related moderately explicit ST condition, performance expectations, as measured by guessing to complete a course of strikes in a golf game, of Whites significantly decreased compared to Hispanics (Stone 1673). Other studies repeated this finding as moderately explicit ST decreased task performance expectations (Stangor, Carr, and Kiang 1194) and increased self-doubts, which is indicative of decreased confidence (Steele and Aronson 806). Even performance expectations
would not mediate the relationship between ST and its outcomes, it decreases motivation to pursue the stereotyped domain (Schmader, Johns, and Barquissau 846) and in that sense a mere ST effect on decreased performance expectations are worth taking into consideration.

**Stereotype Threat and Self-Handicapping**

Self-handicapping is a cognitive and defensive strategy for an upcoming potential failure both to protect self-esteem and to manage impressions of others. Individuals could create obstacles to protect their self-esteem from such potential failures (Rhodewalt, *Conceptions of Ability*... 77; Rhodewalt et al. *Self-Handicapping: The Role*... 127). These obstacles could include blaming external effects as reasons for poor performance (Berglas and Jones 411; Steele and Aronson 806; Stone 1672) so that failure might not be attributed to the self. The strategic use of self-handicapping, impression management, is also common (Kolditz and Arkin 497) yet, it may cause interpersonal drawbacks such that self-handicappers could be regarded as less admirable and aspirational especially when the handicap was implausible for the context (Rhodewalt et al. *Self-Handicapping and Interpersonal*... 1047). Individuals who think that others believe their position is not deserved would use strategic self-handicapping again for the purposes of impression management. Also, a tricky function and consequence of self-handicapping is that when success accidently occurs, the ability on the domain would be augmented due to succeeding despite obstacles (Tice 717). However, such strategies do not maintain or increase performance but often decreases it.

Self-handicapping strategies can be divided into two categories, namely behavioral and claimed. An individual may attempt to injure her/his performance by behaving such as not studying, procrastinating and etc. or by claiming such that studying to the upcoming task was not realized, anxiety and etc. Actually, claimed handicaps are more beneficial for the individual than behavioral handicaps because they are less likely to impair performance compared to behavioral ones (Zuckerman and Tsai 422), possibly due to behavioral handicaps’ direct effect (i.e. not studying for the exam) on performance. These two types of handicapping strategies also differ among genders. Women tended to use claimed self-handicapping strategies whereas men could use both claimed and behavioral ones (Hirt, Deppe, and Gordon 987).

From the early times of ST research, self-handicapping tendencies were observed among stereotype exposed participants. For instance, in the seminal article of Steele and Aronson (805), African-Americans evaluated difficult verbal
tests as unfair, which is indicative of self-handicapping, after a subtle ST compared to Whites and generated the highest amount of words related with self-doubts which was considered a key tenet for self-handicapping (Arkin and Oleson 346).

Several more studies revealed self-handicapping responses when participants faced with negative performance related stereotypes about their belonged group. A blatant kind of ST was found to increase self-handicapping, measured by perceived test difficulty, and in turn, self-handicapping decreased the performance of women in math test (Keller 195). In this study, perceived test difficulty was regarded as a self-handicapping strategy since it serves as an excuse function for the individual if she/he fails. Moreover, psychological engagement to the stereotyped domain moderated the effect of subtle ST on self-handicapping, measured by practice effort, which means an increase in engagement to the domain increased self-handicapping strategies after ST (Stone 1672). Stone’s finding also demonstrates behavioral self-handicapping after ST which is not practicing for an upcoming sports task. The mediation analysis between ST and performance in this study was not realized because participants did not perform the actual task. In another study, a moderately explicit ST did also make participants decrease the validity of the test especially when participants are highly identified with the measured domain (Lesko and Corpus 117). These two studies show that since failing on an identified task could be more detrimental for the self, handicapping strategies could be understandably higher in highly identified individuals.

Blatant and subtle STs were found to differ on their effect on spent effort. Subtle ST was found to increase effort, participants try to disprove stereotype, but this only increased performance when the task is simple and decreased performance when the task is difficult. Whereas, blatant ST decreased effort and in turn decreased performance both in easy and difficult tasks (Skorich et al. 43). However, research shows that not all effort reductions can be regarded as self-handicapping. When individuals perceive that an upcoming task will be stressful, they may want to preserve their resources for the actual task while working on filler tasks (Folkman and Lazarus 161). On the other hand, decreased effort after ST could not only be an indicator of mind-wandering (Mrazek et al. 1246) but also self-handicapping. These prove that indicators of self-handicapping should be carefully analyzed whether they are really “indicators of self-handicapping” by evaluating their functions in the corresponding study. If such indicators have a potential to be used as an excuse for possible low performance, they might easily be used by
participants as self-handicapping strategy, but if the context does not allow such
indicators as low-performance excuses, they might not be used as a self-
handicapping strategy but a reliable measure of psychological variables.

ST literature actually filled with responses acting in a self-handicapping
manner. The effect of ST on elder workers creates such response in which a positive
association between perceived ST and resign or retire desire was found in elder
workers (von Hippel, Kalokerinos, and Henry 24). Although retiring is not a direct
self-handicapping, it could be a self-injury and could be stemmed from self-doubts
about abilities. Another minority group, African-Americans, showed increased self-
handicapping, as measured by their performance attributions to test room
temperature after they were exposed to a subtle ST which is being only African-
American in a White group (Sekaquaptewa, Waldman, and Thompson 325). In
another study, moderately explicit ST caused decreased reservation salary so that
decreased salary request occurred (Tellhed and Björklund 191). Reservation salary
is the expected minimum amount of fee during wage negotiation and studies show
that setting higher reservation salary goals leads to higher wage negotiation
outcomes (Huber and Neale 200).

Furthermore, a different kind of blatant ST, benevolent sexism prime, was
found to increase self-doubts about abilities to implement the test by making
women advocate inadequacy of women even in unrelated areas (Dardenne, Dumont,
and Bollier 775) and increased self-monitoring and body shame in women which in
turn caused future appearance management behaviors (Calogero and Jost 224).
This could be related to increased tendencies to manage impressions with the help
of self-handicapping in times of ST. Therefore, self-handicapping might have a role
of protection for the self from potential negative social evaluations resulted from
possible failures by accusing external factors.

Individuals may use anxiety as a self-handicapping strategy too, especially
when it is feasible to have it (Smith, Snyder, and Handelsman 317). Participants
were found to provide more positive feedbacks to targets when they used anxiety as
a self-handicapping than when they used low exercise or drug deterioration
(Rhodewalt et al. Self-Handicapping and Interpersonal... 1047). Hence, these
findings further support the proposition that anxiety is one of the effective self-
handicapping tools people might be using to protect self-esteem from likely failures
and one of the most expedient ways to manage impressions.
Anxiety is also one of the most frequently spotted mediators between ST and its detrimental results. In general, ST, mostly blatant, was found to increase anxiety, whether it is reported or non-reported, and in turn anxiety decreased performance (Bosson, Haymovitz, and Pinel 251; Lu et al. 549; McGlone and Pfiester 126; Osborne 147; Spencer, Steele and Quinn 22; Swift, Abrams, and Marques 27). Reporting anxiety or behaving anxiously could help individuals both protect their self-worth and make others attribute potential failure to the anxiety. Since reported self-handicaps are less likely to decrease one's performance compared to behavioral self-handicaps, participants would be willing to do the first one after ST. In light of these findings, researchers should measure both behavioral and reported anxiety in order to be sure whether participants are reporting anxiety as part of a self-handicapping strategy or feeling really anxious. Also, participants filling the study materials should not be informed that there will be a testing regarding primed stereotypes and anxiety should be measured right before such tests.

Strategy reduction, on the other hand, can be used as a handicapping strategy in which individuals who are reminded of negative stereotypes about their group may want to put obstacles on their way. Although, strategy reduction may not be an impression management strategy, it might be used as a self-esteem protection strategy. Although a mediating relationship was not tested in their study, Quinn and Spencer (63) found that strategy formulation of women to solve hard math questions decreased when they are reminded about subtle negative stereotypes. Also, recall scores of elderly severely affected by a blatant ST and this relationship was mediated by decreased strategy use, namely mnemonic strategy (Hess et al. 7).

Although not always called with the name of self-handicapping, many studies show that self-handicapping is a widespread response of individuals when they face with a negative stereotype about their belonged group which also threatens their situational performance on upcoming tasks. Effort reduction (Stone1671), invalidating the task (Lesko and Corpus 118), finding excuses such as room temperature (Sekaquaptewa, Waldman, and Thompson 325), evaluating the task as unfair (Steele and Aronson 805), heightened self-doubt (Dardenne, Dumont, and Bollier 772), evaluating the test as difficult (Keller 196), reporting increased anxiety (Lu et al. 541), strategy reduction (Hess et al. 7), and increased appearance management behaviors (Calogero and Jost 220) could be regarded as self-
handicapping responses after ST prime. Moreover, the positive relationship between domain identification and self-handicapping after ST is consistent with the purposes of self-handicapping, namely self-esteem protection and impression management. Increased identification could make self-esteem more contingent to the stereotyped domain and could also make impression management more important. In that sense, such individuals could readily prefer using self-handicapping strategies in times of a potential threat for their performance.

Self-handicapping, or self-injury, is the harmful consequence of ST on individuals who are exposed to negative stereotypes about their own group. One of the reasons of using self-handicapping after ST is that ST studies generally inform participants that their results will be compared with other test takers and will be public by this way (Kolditz and Arkin 495). This potentially creates an anxiety which then causes heightened impression management behaviors and self-esteem protection responses. Besides, high self-handicappers tended to evaluate the causes of events as sourced from external factors (Rhodewalt, *Self-Handicappers: Individual...* 86), not from stable ones such as ability. This further supports that individuals who are using self-handicapping strategies after ST could be prone to primes given in ST experiments which are external information sources.

Although ST affects performance, motivation, and identification with the group, understanding the intermediate mechanisms with these and ST via handicapping strategies might help to develop new interventions to reduce the effects of ST and might open a new field of study area to further uncover mechanisms of ST. In that sense, performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies are vital mechanisms to truly understand ST effect from a different perspective, namely acceptant responses perspective.

**Discussion**

In line with the main aim of ST research, this paper aimed to reveal how ST functions by offering a review covering acceptant responses to eliminate one of the most prevalent inequalities among minorities and majorities. This review consisted of acceptant variables as performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies. Many reviews were offered to uncover the complex structure of ST mechanisms (Appel et al. 7; Flore and Wicherts 33). However, as ST researchers suggest (Nguyen and Ryan 1324) and many existing reviews in the literature shows, ST research still need review and model studies combining research in the field to thoroughly comprehend how ST works since new studies are done regularly and
many frequently found variables were not included in previous review/model papers.

One should note that behaviors like reactions to ST are complicated ones and may not be explained via one or two variables. Many mediating and moderating mechanisms could be responsible for the outcomes of ST and this paper only tried to explain a small part of ST mechanisms, but not aimed to explain every detail of ST mechanisms. This small part included acceptant responses and showed that ST effects could be very diverse and might not be limited to reactant responses. Furthermore, considering that stereotypes exist very early in age (Hamlin, Mahajan, Liberman, and Wynn 592), and might seem basic part of human nature, understanding mediating mechanisms of ST effects could be more beneficial than offering interventions (i.e. role models) that are not related to existing mediating variables. Thus, the current review would help to alleviate such issues.

The major contribution of this review to the literature would be challenging the basic assumption of ST, which is reactance explanation, and opening a wide range of study areas for researchers to investigate the effects of ST. The reactance explanation states that after ST exposure individuals react to disprove the posed stereotypes about their belonged group but despite this struggle, the performance drops. Contrary to this explanation, variables included in the current paper are acceptant in nature. Besides, many of the variables covered in this review are already studied within ST research, but their acceptant role is not reviewed before.

Specifically, current review offered that priming negative stereotypes could decrease performance expectations (Cadinu et al. 278; Hess, Hinson, and Hodges 163; Knowles et al. 816) and increase self-handicapping strategies (Keller 196; Quinn and Spencer 64) and finally decreased performance outcomes likely to occur. Domain identification could moderate the effectiveness of ST on performance expectations and on self-handicapping strategies which means the higher the individual identified with the stereotyped domain, the higher the effect of ST on performance expectations and self-handicapping.

Self-doubt, on the other hand, is the core tenet of current review which is also the common feature of performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies. This further supports the assumption that performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies could be related constructs and candidates for a review of acceptant responses to explain ST mechanisms. The moderator, domain identification, on the other hand, was unique that moderated both the effect of ST
on performance expectations (Cadinu et al. 277; Hess, Hinson, and Hodges 164) and on self-handicapping (Lesko and Corpus 119; Stone 1673). In that sense, this mutual moderation again supports current review in a way that the same moderator works for two of the variables offered in the paper.

Studies show that performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies are affected both by subtle, blatant, and moderately explicit ST types. One should expect that blatant or moderately explicit STs should be the only predictors of self-handicapping and decreased performance expectations due to their impact on the conscious and their potential to evoke avoidance by implying threat explicitly. However, subtle STs are also effective in creating acceptant type of responses which indicates that individuals might be consciously getting aware of the threat of subtle stereotypes. This might be sourced from the possibility that those individuals are facing with such subtle negative stereotypes in their everyday life so they are highly familiar with it. Being familiar with subtle threats might make such individuals to easily recognize these subtle cues and process them in conscious level. As a result, these subtle threats are processed as if they are explicit and by this way they result in acceptant responses. Although these speculations are not tested within ST studies, they might well deserve studying to experimentally understand why subtle STs are causing acceptant responses.

There could be alternative explanations for the responses covered in this review. One of them is defensive pessimism, a cognitive strategy used to eliminate negative effects of potential failure on self-worth. It might be related to both performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies and might reunite these variables into a single variable, namely defensive pessimism. Individuals using defensive pessimism decrease their expectations when they face with an anxiety-provoking task or event so that they are less affected by possible adverse effects of anxiety. Although defensive pessimism means decreasing performance expectations, it differs from decreased performance expectations after ST which was reviewed in this paper. Because defensive pessimism actually does not lead to decreased performance as it happens after ST. Although, defensive pessimism and self-handicapping are strategies helping to cope with anxiety during the performance; the motivation behind defensive pessimism and self-handicapping differs too. Individuals using defensive pessimism have a desire for high performance, whereas self-handicapper does not have such motivation (Elliot and Church 379). Still, defensive pessimism could be related to ST since an anxiety-
provoking task is put forth by individuals but, performance expectations and self-handicapping strategies offered in this review are distinct constructs from defensive pessimism.

Finally, some replication studies showed that (Ganley et al. 1892; Gibson, Losee, and Vitiello 197; Moon and Roeder 200) ST effect could not always be found. There could be several reasons for replication failures. One explanation could be that ST has a restricted effect. Researchers tried different stereotype activation methods but could not find an effect (Ganley et al. 1892) might mean that ST effect is not about ST type but maybe characteristics of participants. Mother’s attitudes toward gender stereotype, as researchers suggest, might be an important factor to induce ST effect (Tomasetto, Alparone, and Cadinu 946). When mothers have neutral stereotypes about gender, their daughters are affect by ST but not when mothers reject gender stereotypes. This could be one of the limiting conditions of ST effect. The other explanation could be that ST effect is always present so ST saliency or nullification does not change math scores of participants. This explanation is supported by the findings that regardless of conditions men participants outperform women participants in math tests. Another reason as stated by Shih and Pittinsky (336) on their commentary to replication failure of Moon and Roeder (200) could be using slightly different procedures while implementing the experiments. Moon and Roeder used experimenters of different races and genders but original study only used a single experimenter.

Besides, ST research still did not uncover which conditions are most effective in creating the ST effect. Also, ST is related with existing stereotypes so if study participants are some way guarded against such stereotypes or unaware of them (Gibson, Losee, and Vitiello 197), they cannot be affected by ST too. There is also publication bias (i.e. journals do not accept papers with null result) in ST studies (Ganley et al. 1892) because some dissertations, which could not find a significant effect, were not published. Such bias could be one of the reasons why ST mechanisms are not yet fully understood.

Limitations and Future Research

As previously stated, ST mechanisms could be very complex covering many cognitive (i.e. working memory), emotional (i.e. anxiety), behavioral (i.e. effort reduction), and motivational variables. Besides, ST is relatively new, has some replication failures, and still needs many studies to uncover how it affects
individuals via complex mechanisms. These characteristics of ST phenomenon easily make current review flawed in some aspects.

One of the limitations of this paper might be the unfinished studies about the mediators of ST effect and especially a final conclusion about whether performance expectations and self-handicapping are robust mediators. This makes our acceptant responses review probably lacking. Of course, if these variables are thoroughly tested in the future, the review proposed in this study might be updated or disregarded depending on the scope of new findings.

Not only current review but also ST research still lacks testing of many mediator candidates such as procrastination, neurological reflections of already found mediators (e.g. self-handicapping strategies, performance expectations), and affective variables (e.g. anger, sadness, pessimism, despair, and frustration). Such mediator candidates could be tested in the future and might support the acceptant responses explanation offered in this paper.

Offered variables in this review could also be tested in different testing environments, with possible moderators (i.e. test difficulty), test types (i.e. sports test), on different groups (i.e. African-Americans) to evaluate and find limitations of their explanatory strength. Also, ST effect can be investigated by using scale type measures other than priming such as Scale of Ethnic Experience (Malcarne et al. 156), which measures perceived ethnic discrimination, whose positive association with depression was found (Brittian et al. 47). Although this makes the definition of ST distorted by not measuring situational effects, assessing ST with measures would allow researchers to see long-term consequences of stereotypes and may adjust their research on situational ST effects by investigating maybe unthought-of variables.

The possible effect of ST on procrastination may be studied in the future too, because ST has been shown to induce performance avoidance goals (Smith, Sansone, and White 108), performance avoidance goals are positively associated with procrastination (Urdan 257) and procrastination is one of the basic self-handicapping strategies. Procrastination could be related to ST and even mediate the relationship between ST and performance since it is a behavioral self-handicapping strategy and likely to adversely affect performance.
Concluding Remarks

This study is crucial in a sense that it incorporates Stereotype Threat, various kinds of self-handicapping strategies, performance expectations, and domain identification variables to challenge the basic assumption of ST. Although the existing literature heavily relies on the basic assumption, which is reactance explanation, current paper shows that it is not the only explanation for responses after ST.

Of importance, researchers should be aware that ST is not only and/or perfect explanation for the performance gap between minority and majority group members (Sackett et al. 10; Stoet and Geary 98). Though, this does not decrease the importance of ST but helps researchers and policymakers to consider lots of other reasons for this performance gap. Hopefully, this study contributes some understanding to the efforts of such works to maintain equality not only in performance but in all aspects of humanity.
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